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NEW QUESTION: 1
Heniser Pet Foods manufactures two products. X and Y. The unit
contribution margins for Products X and Y are US $30 and US
$50, respectively. Each product uses Materials A and B. Product
X uses 6 pounds of Material A and 12 pounds of Material B.
Product Y uses 12 pounds of Material A and 8 pounds of Material
B. The company can purchase only 1,200 pounds of Material A and
1,760 pounds of Material B. The optimal mix of products to
manufacture is:
A. 0 units of X and 100 units of Y.
B. 120 units of X and 40 units of Y.
C. 146 units of X and 0 units of Y.
D. 40 units of X and 120 units of Y.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Linear programming is a technique used to maximize a
contribution margin function or to minimize a cost function,
subject to constraints such as scarce resources or
minimum/maximum levels of production. Thus, linear programming
is often used for planning resource allocations. In this

problem, the equation to be maximized, called the objective
function, is: US $30X + $50Y. This equation is to be maximized
subject to the constraints on materials. The two constraint
functions are:
Material A: 6X+12Y1.200 Material B: 12X + 8Y 1,760
One way to solve this problem is to graph the constraint lines
and determine the feasible area. The optimal production level
is at an extreme point within the feasible area. The graph
shows that a production level of 120 units of X and 40 units of
Y is a feasible production level that maximizes the
contribution margin.

NEW QUESTION: 2
The installation script to install an ObjectServer on a Redhat
Linux system has completed. The syslog probe will not startwhen
running pad. How should the nco_pa.conf file be modified?
IBM 000-657 : Practice Test
A. change the run as 0 statement at the end of the line Command
'$NCHOME/omnibus/probes/nco_p_syslog' run as 0 torun as netcool
because of the protected port
B. start the pad process as the netcool user.
C. add host'nchostor '512' after the host'nchostor 'NCOOS_PA'
line in the nco_routing section
D. after the line, process 'ObjectServer' NONE, in nco_service,
add process 'SyslogProbe' 'ObjectServer'
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A locker administrator is trying to remove a user account from
the ownership of an existing locker. While doing so the user
account is greyed out and the locker administrator is not able
to select the user's account to remove his privileges in this
locker. How can the task be completed?
A. Ask the administrator of the control room to delete the
user's account
B. Add a different user as the owner to the locker and then the
user's account gets highlighted for selection and then deletion
C. The locker administrator is by default the administrator of
the control room with which the locker is associated and as
such can edit the locker permissions as an administrator and
remove the user from the control room
D. Ask the locker manager to edit the locker and take away the
user account's privileges on this locker
Answer: D
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